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From the Outside Looking In

WMCI Becomes a Prison
with inmates and prepare for
the transition. As the planned
movement date drew closer,
WMCI staff members again
traveled to Virginia, loaded a
rental truck and trailer with the
inmates’ property and drove it
back to Wyoming.
Rick Patterson
Dr. Rick Patterson, a Criminal
Justice professor at Eastern Wyoming College, is on sabbatical for one
year. During this time he is working
with our staff and observing the
process of opening the Wyoming
Medium Correctional Institution in
Torrington. This is the seventh of
several articles he has written.
In just over two months, the
Wyoming Medium Correctional Institution has transitioned from being a construction site to a local tourist attraction to becoming an operating
prison. Within days, after the
first 75 inmates arrived on
January 13, other groups arrived bringing the total count
to over 300. The first inmates
arrived from the Wyoming
State Penitentiary in Rawlins on
January 16 followed by 127
inmates returning to Wyoming
from Virginia on January 20. A
couple of days later another
group from Virginia, via WSP,
arrived.
The movements and reception
processing went very smoothly
with no significant problems.
This was due in large part to
the amount of advance preparation and planning by WDOC
staff. Moving the inmates back
from Virginia was particularly
work-intensive. Weeks before
the planned movement, Steve
Gaylor, WMCI housing manager, and other WMCI staff
traveled to Virginia to meet

On the day of the scheduled
movement, Virginia authorities
transported the inmates to the
airport, where they boarded an
airplane operated by the U.S.
Marshals Service. They flew to
Cheyenne, where they transferred to one WDOC and two
Colorado Department of Corrections buses. Then, under
escort by sheriff’s deputies, the
Wyoming Highway Patrol, and
WDOC Special Operations and
Response Teams, they drove to
Torrington. After disembarking
the inmates in Cheyenne, the
plane returned to Virginia the
next day, picked up another
group of Wyoming inmates and
flew them to the Casper airport, where the process was
repeated but those inmates
were transported by bus to
Rawlins.
Arriving at WCMI, the inmates
were taken from the bus, led
individually into the facility and
escorted to their respective
housing units. The process
involved an identification
check, a search, removal of
restraints and clothing, issue of
hygiene supplies and new
clothing, a medical check, and
paperwork completed by caseworkers. The process went like
clockwork, with necessary adjustments made on subsequent
days, based on observations
from the previous transports.
Each of the more than 300
inmates also had property that

required attention. Since they
were all arriving from other
facilities, their property was
compared to the WMCI inmate
property matrix and items not
permitted were identified, removed, and stored for disposition. When the truck arrived
from Virginia, inmate property
boxes were placed in the gym,
nearly covering the entire floor.
Each box was searched, inventoried, sorted and moved to the
inmates’ housing units. Several
inmates expressed surprise at
how quickly the property had
been processed and given to
them.
The inmates spent the next
several days settling in. A routine began to be developed and
both inmates and staff became
accustomed to it. Movements
for medication/medical, dining,
and gym became smoother as
the days progressed. Continual
adjustments to schedules and
routines were made to work out
the inevitable “bugs” that an
undertaking of this size encounters. Disciplinary problems
were quickly managed in an
efficient manner. Transfers of
inmates were made when necessary to insure smooth operation, safety, and security of the
facility.
As quickly as it could be arranged, recreation was initiated.
The inmates were allowed to
use the gym and the warden
authorized use of the outdoor
yard, as weather permitted.
Books were brought to the
housing unit by the Education
Department and the law library
went into operation. The disciplinary hearing officer, Max
Flores, is dispensing justice to
rule violators. Telephone calls

were permitted and visitations
begun. The grievance procedure became operational , as
was the process for making
medical and dental requests.
The medical, dental, and mental
health departments became
operational and began providing necessary services to inmates.
Inmate programming is not
scheduled to be fully operational for a few more weeks,
but preparations are being done
in earnest. The Intensive Treatment Unit is hiring and training
treatment and support staff, the
Education Department is preparing and nearly ready to begin offering classes, and the
Chronic Mental Health Unit, as
well as the specialized medical
units are being prepared. Interviews are being held for the
chaplain’s position. WMCI is
very busy.
To help inmates while waiting
for programming, every effort
is being made to provide work.
Maintenance, kitchen, laundry,
warehouse, and other inmate
labor positions have been
opened and a large percentage
of the inmates are now employed.
Training Academy class G-7
will graduate on February 17,
leaving only G-8 at Camp
Guernsey and G-8A at Eastern
Wyoming College in Torrington. This latter class is a fiveweek class for non-uniformed
employees and will complete
on February 19. In the meantime, some of the Training
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Academy instructors, who have
been in Guernsey since September, have returned to Rawlins and their new training facility, opening a new class there.
Facility problems continue to
challenge the maintenance and
uniformed staff. Most prevalent seem to be problems with
plumbing and door operation.
Plugged drains are a constant
problem. The main drain in the
Special Management Unit was
found to be so plugged that it
had to be dug up and repaired.
This required the closing of the
unit and moving the inmates
temporarily to the currently
unused Chronic Mental Health
Unit. The main problem with
the doors is associated with the
pneumatic sliders. They are
frequently not opening and/or
closing properly and require
regular adjustment. In addition,
there are numerous problems
with the concrete flat work.
Voids are being located, broken
out, and patched.
In spite of these problems and
challenges WMCI continues to
operate. Inmates are being fed,
medical services are provided,
mail is delivered, visits are allowed, laundry and cleaning is
done, work is being arranged,
and programming is being developed. Most of all, the public
is being protected. The first
few weeks have gone quite
well, considering the monumental tasks associated with
opening the facility with a new
building, new staff, and new
inmates. All three are settling in
and quickly working out the
kinks.
—Dr. Rick Patterson

